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a b s t r a c t

The calculation of overlaps between many-electron wave functions at different nuclear geometries
during nonadiabatic dynamics simulations requires the evaluation of a large number of determinants of
matrices that differ only in a few rows/columns. While this calculation is fast for small systems, its cost
grows faster than the alternative electronic structure calculation used to obtain the wave functions.
For wave functions that can be written as a CIS expansion, all determinants can be computed using
the set of level-2 minors of the reference matrix. However, this is still a costly computation for large
systems.

In this paper, we provide an algorithm for efficiently calculating all level-2 minors of a matrix
by re-utilizing and updating the LU factorization for the determinants of the minors. This approach
results in a parallel version of the algorithm that is up to an order of magnitude faster then the current
best parallel implementation. The algorithm thus allows the computation of exact wave function
overlaps for relatively large systems, with a high density of states, at virtually no cost compared
with the electronic structure calculations. Furthermore, the new algorithm opens the path to further
investigations in efficient computing of the exact wave function overlaps for complex wave functions
such as MR-CIS and MR-CISD.
Program summary
Program Title: CIS Overlap
Licensing provisions: MIT
Programming language: FORTRAN 2008, C
Nature of problem: Calculation of overlaps between CIS type wave functions at different nuclear
geometries during nonadiabatic dynamics simulation requires calculating a large number of connected
determinants and scales with the seventh power of the size of the system being studied. Without
additional approximations, for large systems this computation becomes more costly than the electronic
structure calculation used to obtain the wave functions.
Solution method: All of the determinants required for a CIS wave function overlap calculation can
be derived from the set of all level-2 minors of the matrix of overlaps between the reference Slater
determinants. We developed an algorithm for efficiently computing all level-2 minors of a matrix. This
part of the computational process was the bottleneck in previous solutions to the problem and is now
an order of magnitude faster resulting in significantly faster overall calculation of the wave function
overlaps.
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1. Introduction

Modeling photochemical and photophysical phenomena in
molecules requires analyzing the evolution of the nuclear and
electronic degrees of freedom while taking into account a
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manifold of electronic states. These problems are often tack-
led using mixed quantum–classical nonadiabatic dynamics [1,2],
where only the electronic degrees of freedom are treated fully
quantum mechanically and the electronic states are coupled
through time-derivative couplings (TDCs). The matrix of overlaps
between many-electron wave functions (MEWF) at successive
time steps was introduced by Hammes-Schiffer and Tully [3],
in the context of fewest-switches surface hopping calculations
(FSSH) [4], to numerically compute TDCs. Initially, this was con-
sidered an approximation to the analytic computation of TDCs
using nonadiabatic coupling vectors, which are more expensive to
obtain and more complex to implement. Over time it was proved
to be a necessary tool for dealing with trivial or near trivial cross-
ings in nonadiabatic dynamics simulations. At these crossings,
nonadiabatic couplings are highly peaked and cannot be assumed
to change linearly between two time steps unless prohibitively
small time steps are used. This problem is an active area of
research in the field of nonadiabatic dynamics, and a number of
solutions, all based on overlaps, have been proposed [5–10].

The wave functions (WFs) are typically expanded into Slater
determinants (SDs), and the elements of the overlap matrix S are
defined as

SAB =

⟨
ΨA

⏐⏐⏐Ψ ′

B

⟩
=

nSD∑
a

n′
SD∑
b

dAadBb
⟨
Θa

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′

b

⟩
, (1)

here |ΨA⟩ and |Ψ ′

B⟩ are the wave functions at subsequent steps
n the dynamics; and {|Θa⟩} and {|Θ ′

b⟩} are two distinct sets
of SDs. Orbital basis sets to build the SDs are then defined at
specific nuclear coordinates, which change with the time step
in the dynamics. This means that the basis sets for |ΨA⟩ and
Ψ ′

B⟩ are not orthogonal, and the formulation requires explicitly
alculating each

⟨
Θa

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′

b

⟩
term in (1). This requires the computa-

ion of the determinant of an n × n matrix [11] (where n is the
umber of occupied orbitals) for each term, so that the cost of this
alculation grows very quickly with the dimension of the system
nd complexity of the wave functions.
Several methods have been developed to obtain these over-

aps for various wave function types [12–14]. In a previous pa-
er [14], two algorithms were developed to efficiently compute
verlaps for configuration interaction singles (CIS) wave func-
ions. These algorithms can be applied to obtain wave function
verlaps for the single-reference electronic structure methods
ost commonly used for nonadiabatic dynamics simulations:

1) time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [15,16];
nd (2) with some approximations, algebraic diagrammatic con-
truction scheme to second order (ADC(2)) [17,18]. The latter
s usually leveraged to tackle relatively small systems, and the
verlap calculation scheme presented in [14] is significantly faster
han the electronic structure calculation for any system studied
sing this method. However, TDDFT scales more favorably with
he system size and can be used to treat much larger systems
t a low cost, especially with the use of graphics processing
nits (GPUs) [19,20]. One of the developed algorithms, named
NTO, was based on transforming the WFs into a compact natural
ransition orbital (NTO) basis, significantly reducing the number
f SDs in the expansion. An alternative algorithm, named OL2M,
xploits that all SDs in a CIS expansion differ by at most two
rbitals, and therefore can be computed using the set of all
evel-2 minors of the reference SD. While the ONTO algorithm
s significantly faster when calculating a single overlap matrix
lement, the OL2M algorithm does not depend on the number
f electronic states, yielding a faster method for large overlap
atrices. This is especially important for large systems with a
igh density of excited states. The idea of using an expansion into
he minors to calculate the overlaps between many SDs is also
ore generally applicable to different types of wave functions,
hereas the compactness of the NTO basis is specific to CIS wave

unctions. However, calculating all of the minors for the OL2M
lgorithm is still a computationally expensive task.
In this work, we significantly improve the OL2M algorithm,

ccelerating it by an order of magnitude compared with the pre-
ious version [14], which allows calculating the overlap matrices
or medium size systems (≈100 atoms) with a high density of
tates at a fraction of the cost of TDDFT calculations for such
ystems. In addition to this, reducing the cost of the minor com-
utations paves the road to obtaining exact overlap calculations
or more complex wave function types, such as CI singles and
oubles (CISD) or multi-reference (MR) versions of CIS and CISD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2. we

riefly review the Mathematical-Physics problem. Next, in Sec-
ion 3, we introduce a straight-forward algorithm for computing
he determinants of the minors and the basic columnwise re-
tilization algorithm [14,21]. In Section 4, we describe in detail
everal algorithmic (and implementation) optimization strategies
hat can be applied to the columnwise re-utilization algorithms.
he sequential and parallel realizations of all these algorithms
re then evaluated in Section 5; and the results of applying the
lgorithm for computing full overlap matrix on several molecular
ystems as well as a comparison with existing solutions are
resented in Section 6. Finally, a few concluding remarks and
discussion of the application of the algorithm to compute the
verlaps of more complex wave functions close the paper in
ection 7.

. Mathematical-physics problem

Inserting a CIS wave function ansatz into (1), we obtain that

AB ∝

n∑
a

n∑
b

p∑
i

p∑
j

dAai d
B
bj

⟨
Θ i

a

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′j
b

⟩
, (2)

where n and p respectively denote the number of occupied and
virtual orbitals; |Θ i

a⟩ are SDs with the occupied orbital a replaced
with virtual orbital i; and dAai are the coefficients of these SDs in
ave function A. For simplicity, we do not consider electron spin

n this expression and only include the term that dominates the
omputational cost. For a detailed derivation, see [14].
In this work, the key problem from the computational point

f view is the efficient calculation of all the
⟨
Θ i

a

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′j
b

⟩
elements.

ach such element corresponds to the determinant of the matrix
f overlaps between the orbitals that make up the SD |Θ i

a⟩ and the
D |Θ

′j
b ⟩. Fig. 1 depicts the representation of the matrix of orbital

verlaps split into four blocks: Aref (occupied orbital overlaps),
V (virtual orbital overlaps), and OV/VO (occupied/virtual orbital

overlaps). Then,
⟨
Θ i

a

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′j
b

⟩
is equal to the determinant of Aref with

its row a and column b replaced by row i and column j from
he VO and OV blocks, respectively; and the element (a, b) of Aref
eplaced with entry (i, j) taken from the VV block. The main com-
utational problem thus consists in obtaining these determinants
or all possible combinations of a, b, i, j.

The total number of determinants (combinations) is n2p2.
herefore, provided the LU factorization [22] is leveraged to
ompute these determinants, (which requires a cubic number of
loating-point operations, or flops, on n), this requires a total of
(n5p2) flops, and this approach quickly becomes even more ex-
ensive than the corresponding electronic structure calculations.
A relevant property of the overlap calculation is that, for a

iven fixed row/column pair (a, b) of the referent matrix Aref ,
ll rows from VO and columns from OV are to be tested, while
ll other rows and columns of A remain unchanged. An initial
ref
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Fig. 1. Matrix representation of the computational problem. The referent matrix
Aref is square of order nn. Rows/columns a/b of Aref are replaced with rows/-
columns i/j from blocks VO/OV , respectively; and element (a, b) of the same
matrix is replaced with entry (i, j) of block VV .

pproach to exploit this property was presented in [13]. There,
he matrix Aref was expanded by columns using the Laplace
ransformation, and the determinants of the minors were then
tored and reused to obtain the determinants of those matrices
hich differed only in one column from the baseline determinant.
his idea was later enhanced in [14], where the determinants
f the minors were obtained from the second-level recursive
aplace expansion. The minors were constructed by expanding
he referent matrix along both rows and columns; next, the LU
actorization was repeatedly applied to obtain the determinants;
nd finally these results were reused to compute the overlap of
he corresponding Slater determinants. In the remainder of this
aper, we will refer to this approach as DL2M.
Obtaining the determinants of the minors poses a major com-

utational bottleneck unless very large basis sets are used (p ≫

). As these minors only differ in a row/column pair, this opens
he door to leverage some updating/downdating techniques for
he LU factorization [22] in order to obtain the sought-after deter-
inants with a moderate cost. In the next section we describe our
fforts towards reducing the computational costs of this process
aking advantage of those techniques.

. Algorithms for DL2M calculations

.1. Original formulation

Rename A = Aref ∈ Rn×n, and let us introduce the notation
r∥c to refer to the submatrix that results from eliminating from
the rows and columns with the indices included into the sets

r} and {c}, respectively. For example, Ar1,r2∥c1,c2 is the submatrix
hat results from eliminating rows r1, r2 and columns c1, c2 from
. Furthermore, the dash in M−∥c (Mr∥−) denotes that all rows
columns) of M are kept.

The calculation of the overlap between any two MEWFs de-
cribed in [13] requires the computation of the determinants for
ll possible submatrices that result from eliminating any two
ows/columns of A. Therefore, a straightforward yet costly solu-
ion to obtain the determinants consists of explicitly constructing
ll possible square submatrices of A, of order m = n − 2, and
hen computing the LU factorization (with partial pivoting) of
ach submatrix. The naive algorithm that realizes this approach
Table 1
Computational costs in flops for the triangularization of m̄× n̄ dense and upper
quasi-triangular matrices, with m̄ ≤ n̄ and real entries, using Gauss transforms
nd Givens rotations; see [22] for details.
Matrix Gauss Givens

Dense m̄2(n̄ − m̄/3) 3m̄2(n̄ − m̄/3)
Hessenberg with s nonzero subdiag. 2s(m̄n̄ − m̄2/2) 6s(m̄n̄ − m̄2/2)

is shown in Listing 1. For brevity, hereafter we employ a pseudo-
Matlab notation in the presentation of the algorithms. Moreover,
for simplicity, we omit the effect of the row permutations per-
formed during the LU factorization on the sign of the determinant.
Nevertheless, all our actual realizations of the Gauss-based algo-
rithms include partial pivoting to ensure numerical stability in
practice.

The computational cost of the naive realization is, approxi-
mately,
n−1∑
r1=1

n∑
r2=r1+1

n−1∑
c1=1

n∑
c2=c1+1

2
3
m3 flops  

LU of Ar1,r2∥c1,c2

≈
n7

6
flops.

In this expression and other costs presented later, we assume that
the LU factorization of a square matrix of order n costs 2

3n
3 flops.

We perform the same approximation for matrices with m ≈ n
rows/columns, such as those that are actually involved in the
factorizations in the naive algorithm.

Table 1 offers a few relevant computational costs for special-
ized matrix triangularization routines employed in our work. The
minor order terms are neglected in the cost expressions hereafter.

1 function [A] = naive(A)
2 % Input dense matrix
3 n = size(A, 2);
4 for r1 = 1 : n − 1
5 for r2 = r1 + 1 : n
6 for c1 = 1 : n − 1
7 for c2 = c1 + 1 : n
8 [L,U,P] = lu(Ar1,r2∥c1,c2 );
9 det[r1][r2][c1][c2] = prod(diag(U));

Listing 1: Algorithm naive for DL2M calculations.

3.2. Columwise re-utilization

The naive algorithm in Listing 1 exposes that, between any
wo iterations of the two innermost loops (that is, those indexed
y c1, c2), the matrices that are factorized only differ in two

columns. In addition, the computational cost of the algorithm is
dominated by the operation(s) performed in the innermost loop.
In [21], the authors introduced a variant of the naive algorithm
that exploited these two observations in order to update an initial
factorization, computed at the beginning of each iteration of the
loop indexed by r2, and obtain from that all the determinants of
the two innermost loops with a reduced cost.

In some detail, assume that

L−1PAr1,r2∥− = U, (3)

is an LU factorization of Ar1,r2∥−, where L ∈ Rm×m is a unit
lower triangular matrix that accumulates the Gauss transforms
that were applied to annihilate the subdiagonal entries of the
initial matrix; P ∈ Rm×m is the permutation matrix due to
the application of partial pivoting during the factorization; and
U ∈ Rm×n is the resulting upper triangular factor [22]. Then, the
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application of the same Gauss transforms and permutations of (3)
to matrix Ar1,r2∥c1,c2 , results in
−1PAr1,r2∥c1,c2 = U−∥c1,c2 ∈ Rm×m, (4)

hich corresponds to the matrix that is obtained by eliminating
olumns c1, c2 from U .
The key to the cost savings for the algorithm described in [21]

lies in exploiting the ‘‘close-to-upper triangular’’ structure of
U−∥c1,c2 when reducing this matrix to upper triangular form.
Concretely, consider the partitioning

U =
[

U1 u1 U2 u2 U3
]

and U−∥c1,c2 =
[

U1 U2 U3
]
,

(5)

where u1 and u2 denote, respectively, the c1th and c2th columns
of U . Then, U1 ∈ Rm×c1−1 is already upper triangular. Moreover,
U2 ∈ Rm×c2−c1−1 and U3 ∈ Rm×n−c2 respectively contain only one
and two nonzero subdiagonals, which need to be annihilated in
order to obtain the desired upper triangular factor yielding the
sought-after determinant; see Fig. 2.

In order to compute the determinant of U−∥c1,c2 , it is then pos-
sible to exploit this special structure to significantly reduce the
cost of the global algorithm. Specifically, consider the partitioning

U23 =

[
UT
uB

]
, where uB corresponds to the bottom row of U23.

The base algorithm that exploits the relationship between the
matrices factorized in the inner two loops proposed in [21] is
given in Listing 2. Note that the LU factorizations involving blocks
[U22,U23] and U33 leverage the special upper quasi-triangular
structure of these submatrices to reduce the cost of this method.

In [21], the reduction of the appropriate blocks of U2,U3 to
upper triangular form was done via Gauss transforms inside the
innermost loop (indexed by c2). Taking into account the costs in
Table 1, the global cost of the algorithm in [21] is given by

∑n−1
r1=1

∑n
r2=r1+1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ 2
3
n3

LU of Ar1,r2∥c1,c2

+ .
∑n−1

c1=1
∑n

c2=c1+1

×

⎛⎜⎝2((c2 − c1)(n − c1) − (c2 − c1)2/2)  
LU of [U22,U23]

+ 2(n − c2)2  
LU of [uB;U33]

⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠

≈
3
16n

6 flops.

Unfortunately, the ‘‘reversed’’ formulation of the algorithm
presented in [21], with the third loop specified as c1 = 1 : n
and the fourth loop as c2 = 1 : c1 − 1, prevented the authors
from detecting an additional re-utilization, which is implicit in
the formulation in the base algorithm in Listing 2.

4. Improved column re-utilization for DL2M calculations

Consider again the partitioning of U in (5) and the matrix that
results by eliminating only column c1 from that:

U−∥c1 =
[

U1 U2 u2 U3
]
. (6)

By re-inserting c2 into the diagram on the left-hand side of Fig. 2,
we observe that this matrix only differs from the desired up-
per triangular matrix in that

[
U2 u2 U3

]
presents an extra

subdiagonal. Consider next the factorization

L̄−1P̄U−∥c1 =
[

U1 L̄−1P̄
([

U2 u2 U3
]) ]

(7)

=
[

¯ ¯ ¯
]

= Ū ∈ Rm×(n−1),
U1 U2 u2 U3 −∥c1 r
where P ∈ Rm×m is a permutation matrix, and L̄ ∈ Rm×m

represents an aggregation of Gauss transforms into the unit lower
triangular matrix which yields the desired upper triangulariza-
tion. Note that these permutations/transforms do not modify U1
as this block is already upper triangular.

The key to the improved algorithm proposed in our work lies
in recognizing that the factorization in (7) can be again re-utilized
when any column ū2 (indexed by c2) is eliminated from the fac-
torization, since the effect of permutations and Gauss transforms,
when applied to a matrix from the left, are ‘‘independent’’ for
each matrix column.

In particular, from (7), we observe that the application of the
permutations and transforms yields

L̄−1P̄
([

U1 U2 U3
])

=
[

U1 Ū2 Ū3
]
, (8)

which only differs from the desired upper triangular factor in that
Ū3 has a single nonzero subdiagonal, as u2 has been eliminated
from the expression. Restoring the upper triangular form can then
be obtained from a new sequence of permutations and Gauss
transforms that annihilate the nonzero entries in the subdiagonal
of block Ū3.

The algorithm with improved re-utilization is given in Listing
3. The cost of the method is dominated by that of the factorization
in the innermost loop, which results in

∑n−1
r1=1

∑n
r2=r1+1

⎛⎜⎝ 2n3/3  
LU of Ar1,r2∥c1,c2

+
∑n−1

c1=1

×

⎛⎜⎝ 2(n − c1)2  
LU of [U2,u2,U3]

+
∑n

c2=c1+1 (n − c2)2  
LU of Ū3

⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠ ≈

n6
24 flops.

his represents a reduction in the cost of the algorithm with
olumn re-utilization from [21], described in the previous section,
n a factor of 4.5×.

.1. Partial pivoting with implicit permutations

The reduceH_bs routine in Listing 4 computes the LU fac-
orization of an (upper) Hessenberg matrix H (that is, an up-
er quasi-triangular matrix with a single nonzero subdiagonal),
ielding an (upper) triangular factor that overwrites the original
atrix. The procedure there includes partial (row) pivoting for
umerical stability and takes into consideration the nonzero en-
ries below the first subdiagonal to reduce its cost to 2(m̄n̄−m̄2/2)
lops, for a matrix H ∈ Rm̄×n̄, with m̄ ≤ n̄; see Table 1.

For large matrices, the factor that dictates the performance
f the reduction procedure in Listing 4 on a current computer
rchitecture is not the amount of flops but the number of memory
ccesses (or memory operations, memops). For the type of matri-
es involved in MEWF overlap computations, with a dimension
hat varies between a few dozens and a couple of hundreds, the
ata easily fits into the cache memory of the processor so that,
rom the performance point of view, flops and memops are both
elevant.

A close inspection of the routine in Listing 4 shows that the
pplication of a Gauss transform requires 1.5 memory accesses
er flop (see Line 13, where we assume that pivot remains in
processor register so that two elements are loaded and one

s stored for each addition and multiplication). The row permu-
ations due to pivoting (Lines 7–9) will require, on average, 4
dditional memory accesses during half of the loop iterations
the auxiliary vector vtmp is assumed to remain in a processor
egister).
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Fig. 2. Structure of the upper quasi-triangular matrix U−∥c1,c2 , with n = 14, m = n − 2 = 12, c1 = 4 and c2 = 9. Nonzero entries below the main diagonal are
identified with the symbol ‘+’. The columns are numbered taking into account that the c1th and c2th were eliminated from U .

1 function [A] = base(A)
2 % Input dense matrix
3 n = size(A, 2);
4 for r1 = 1 : n − 1
5 for r2 = r1 + 1 : n
6 [L,U, P] = lu(Ar1,r2∥−);
7 for c1 = 1 : n − 1
8 for c2 = c1 + 1 : n
9 [L2,U2, P2] = reduceH([U22, U23], 1); % Exploit zeros below first subdiagonal

10 [L3,U3, P3] = reduceH2([uB; U33], 1); % Exploit zeros below second subdiagonal
11 det[r1][r2][c1][c2] = prod(diag(U11)) * prod(diag(U2)) * prod(diag(U3));

Listing 2: Algorithm base for DL2M calculations with column re-utilization. The partitionings of U that define the blocks
U11,U22,U23, uB,U33 for this algorithm are given in (5) and Fig. 2. Routines reduceH, reduceH2 denote specialized versions of the LU
factorization that respectively annihilate the first and two first subdiagonals of the first input parameter, starting at the row with the

index specified by the second input parameter.

1 function [A] = opt(A)
2 % Input dense matrix
3 n = size(A, 2);
4 for r1 = 1 : n − 1
5 for r2 = r1 + 1 : n
6 [L,U, P] = lu(Ar1,r2∥−);
7 for c1 = 1 : n − 1
8 [L̄, Ū, P̄] = reduceH(

[
U2 u2 U3

]
, c1); % Exploit zeros below first subdiagonal

9 for c2 = c1 + 1 : n
10 [L̂3, Û3, P̂3] = reduceH(Ū3, c2); % Exploit zeros below first subdiagonal
11 det[r1][r2][c1][c2] = prod(diag(U1)) * prod(diag(Ū32)) * prod(diag(Û33));

Listing 3: Algorithm opt for DL2M calculations with improved column re-utilization. The partitionings of U that define blocks
U2, u2,U3,U1 for this algorithm are given in (5). The blocks for Ū22, Û33, respectively, correspond to the same entries of blocks

U22,U33 of U in Fig. 2. Routine reduceH denotes a specialized version of the LU factorization that annihilates the first subdiagonal of
the first input parameter, starting at the row with the index specified by the second input parameter.

1 function [H] = reduceH_bs(H)
2 % Input Hessenberg matrix overwritten with upper triangular factor from the factorization
3 [p, q] = size(H);
4
5 for k = 1 : min(p, q)−1
6 if abs(H(k + 1, k))>abs(H(k, k))
7 vtmp = H(k + 1, k : q);
8 H(k + 1, k : q) = H(k, k : q);
9 H(k, k : q) = vtmp;

10 end
11 pivot = H(k + 1, k)/H(k, k); % Diagonal entry --> Update determinant
12 H(k + 1, k) = 0.0;
13 H(k + 1, k + 1 : q) = H(k + 1, k + 1 : q) − pivot ∗ H(k, k + 1 : q);
14 end

Listing 4: Routine reduceH_bs for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Gauss transforms with partial (row)
pivoting.
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A technique to reduce the amount of memory accesses in this
actorization is to perform the permutations implicitly, without
oing any actual row interchange. This implies keeping track of
he row pivot index during the factorization, and performing the
pdate on the nonpivot row, as shown in the reduceH_ip rou-

tine in Listing 5. This effectively reduces the amount of memops
to those necessary to apply the Gauss transform on the matrix
rows, yielding an average of 1.5 memory accesses per flop (see
Line 15).

4.2. Givens rotations with reduced cost

Givens rotations [22] provide an appealing approach to trian-
gularize a matrix when the number of elements to annihilate is
small, as in the case of the reduction of the Hessenberg matrices.
From the computational point of view (flops), applying a Givens
rotation to a pair of rows is 3× more expensive than doing the
same for a Gauss transform; see Table 1. The reason for this higher
cost is that the application of a Givens rotation is equivalent to
multiplying the two rows by a dense 2 × 2 matrix while, in the
case of the Gauss transform, the 2 × 2 matrix that participates in
the multiplication presents a unit lower triangular structure.

Nevertheless, in the case that we target, with small matrices,
it is interesting to analyze whether a triangularization via Givens
rotations can offer a more efficient alternative than one based
on Gauss transforms. On the one hand, as discussed earlier, the
flop ratio between Givens and Gauss is 3× in favor of Gauss, but
the ratio in memops of Gauss versus Givens is (4/3)× only. On
the other hand, given that we are only interested in computing
the determinant of the matrix, not the triangular factor itself, we
only need to update the bottom row during the application of a
Givens rotation, reducing the existing difference in favor of Gauss
transforms as explained next.

Consider the reduceH_Gfast routine in Listing 6 that reduces
a Hessenberg matrix to upper triangular form via Givens rota-
tions. Line 8 (commented out) shows the standard application
of a Givens rotation to a pair of rows, which requires 6 flops
(four multiplications and two additions) and 4 memory accesses
(two loads and two stores) per row entry of the two vectors
(that is, one element from each vector). Hereafter we assume
that the parameters which define the Givens rotation, G, are
maintained in the processor registers. Lines 10 and 11 illustrate
the alternative which only updates the diagonal entry and the
bottom row vector, reducing the cost to 3 flops and 3 memops per
row entry of the two vectors. The key to this alternative is that,
in order to obtain the determinant of the matrix being reduced,
we only need to update the diagonal entries (as in Line 10 of the
routine) and the subdiagonal row.

4.3. Reduced workspace

The routines exposed so far operate with ‘‘virtual’’ matrices. In
an actual implementation, these data structures are mapped into
physical memory and special care is needed to avoid overwriting
any information that will be necessary later. While it is possible
to operate on a duplicate of the data, copies also take time and
consume memory. For the reduction to Hessenberg form, given
that we only need the determinant of the resulting factor, we can
avoid the use of excessive workspace (of the size of the matrix
being factorized) by performing the operations on a couple of
auxiliary row vectors. This is exposed in the reduceH_wk_Gfast
routine for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular
form via Givens rotations in Listing 7. The same idea applies to
the reduction via Gauss transforms.

The problem with the reduceH_wk_Gfast routine is that
it incurs in a considerable amount of data copies as, for each
iteration of the loop, there are two vectors being copied (Lines 7
and 12). Both copies can be avoided if we maintain an index that
keeps track of where the diagonal/subdiagonal rows lie into a
circular buffer that acts as workspace, and we obtain one of the
copies as an implicit result of the update. This is illustrated in the
reduceH_rc_Gfast routine in Listing 8, which also performs the
reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Givens
rotations. The resulting routine performs 3 flops and 3 memops
per row entry of the pair of buffers, and does not modify the
contents of the original matrix. Again, the same idea applies to the
factorization via Gauss transforms with implicit pivoting. With
this scheme, in addition, the permutations due to the application
of pivoting do not imply any extra data movement.

4.4. Row re-utilization

A natural question that arises after the analysis in the previous
discussion is whether it is possible to realize any additional
savings by exploiting also the row relationships between the
matrices factorized in the two outermost loops. There are two
arguments against this idea, though. First, updating/downdating
a factorization, when the transforms (either Gauss or Givens)
are applied from the left, is considerably more involved [22]. Of
course, one can compute the determinants by applying only the
transforms from the right, and reversing the order of the loops
indexed by r1, r2 with those indexed by c1, c2. However, the rou-
tines that result are simply transposed variants of those presented
earlier, which operate by rows instead of by columns. Second,
any savings that can be realized in the ‘‘row-wise factorizations’’
will impact only the cost of the factorizations for Ar1,r2∥−. As this
accounts for a cost of O(n5) flops only (loops for r1, r2 iterating
over a cost of O(n3) flops), the effect on the execution time can
be expected to be negligible (except for very small values of n).

4.5. Multi-threaded parallelization

The three algorithms discussed earlier in this paper, naive,
base and opt, all present two outer loops (indexed by r1, r2)
that involve independent iterations. Inside these loops, there are
two extra loops (indexed by c1, c2) and a series of computations.
Given the relatively small values of the iteration count for all
loops, the reduced dimensions of the matrices involved in the
DL2M computations (n is around a couple of hundreds, at most),
and the independence between the iterations of the outer loops,
the best parallelization approach in principle consist in extracting
concurrency from these outer loops. This can be realized via
OpenMP by including a #pragma omp parallel for directive
around the outermost loop.

In case n is not an integer multiple of the number of threads
though, we can expect higher performance if we parallelize both
outer loops, for example, by collapsing them into a single one.
This can be done manually or via the OpenMP collapse clause.
Unfortunately, the latter option requires that the ranges for both
loops are completely independent, which is not the case since the
iteration space of the loop indexed by r2 depends on the index
r1. (Concretely, the second loop iterates for r2 = r1 + 1 to n.)
A simple solution to tackle this is to force the second loop to
iterate for r2 = 1 to n, but do nothing in those iterations for
which r2 < r1 +1. This is conveniently combined with a dynamic
distribution of the iteration space, via a schedule(dynamic)
clause, given that the workload is then irregularly concentrated
in some of the loop iterations. The resulting loop-parallel scheme
is illustrated in Listing 9.

A different option to extract parallelism from the DL2M opera-
tions is to declare the computations inside the loop body as tasks,
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1 function [H] = reduceH_ip(H)
2 % Input Hessenberg matrix overwritten with upper triangular factor from the factorization
3 [p, q] = size(H);
4
5 Hid = 1;
6 for k = 1 : min(p, q) − 1
7 pivoting = abs(H(k + 1, k))>abs(H(Hid, k))
8 if (pivoting)
9 His = Hid; Hid = k + 1;

10 else
11 His = k + 1;
12 end
13 pivot = H(His, k)/H(Hid, k); % Diagonal entry --> Update determinant
14 H(His, k) = 0.0;
15 H(His, k + 1 : q) = H(His, k + 1 : q) − pivot ∗ H(Hid, k + 1 : q);
16
17 if (pivoting)
18 Hid = His;
19 else
20 Hid = k + 1;
21 end
22 end

Listing 5: Routine reduceH_ip for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Gauss transforms with implicit partial
(row) pivoting. Hid and His contain indices (pointers) to the rows that store the diagonal and subdiagonal rows of H , respectively.

1 function [H] = reduceH_Gfast(H)
2 % Input Hessenberg matrix overwritten with upper triangular factor from the factorization
3 [p, q] = size(H);
4
5 for k = 1 : min(p, q)−1
6 G = givens(H(k, k),H(k + 1, k));
7
8 % H(k : k + 1, k : q) = G ∗ H(k : k + 1, k : q); % Standard Givens rotation updating both rows
9

10 H(k : k + 1, k) = G ∗ H(k : k + 1, k); % Diagonal entry --> Update determinant
11 H(k + 1, k + 1 : q) = G(2, 1 : 2) ∗ H(k : k + 1, k + 1 : q); % Fast alternative updating only the bottom row
12 end

Listing 6: Routine reduceH_Gfast for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Givens rotations.

1 function [H] = reduceH_wk_Gfast(H)
2 % Input Hessenberg matrix, not modified as a result of the factorization
3 [p, q] = size(H);
4
5 Hd = H(1, 1 : q);
6 for k = 1 : min(p, q)−1
7 Hs(k : q) = H(k + 1, k : q);
8 G = givens(Hd(k),Hs(k));
9

10 [Hd(k);Hs(k)] = G ∗ [Hd(k);Hs(k)] ; % Diagonal entry --> Update determinant
11 Hs(k + 1 : q) = G(2, 1 : 2) ∗ [Hd(k + 1 : q);Hs(k + 1 : q)]; % Fast alternative updating only the bottom row
12 Hd(k + 1 : q) = Hs(k + 1 : q);
13 end

Listing 7: Routine reduceH_wk_Gfast for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Givens rotations. At each
iteration, Hd and Hs store copies of the diagonal and subdiagonal rows of H.

1 function [H] = reduceH_rc_Gfast(H)
2 % Input Hessenberg matrix, not modified as a result of the factorization
3 [p, q] = size(H);
4
5 Hid = 1;
6 His = 2;
7 v(Hid, 1 : q) = H(1, 1 : q);
8 for k = 1 : min(p, q)−1
9 G = givens(v(Hid, k),H(k + 1, k));

10
11 [v(Hid, k); v(His, k)] = G ∗ [v(Hid, k);H(k + 1, k)]; % Diagonal entry --> Update determinant
12 v(His, k + 1 : q) = G(2, 1 : 2) ∗ [v(Hid, k + 1 : q);H(k + 1, k + 1 : q)]; % Fast alternative updating only the bottom row
13
14 tmp = Hid; Hid = His; His = tmp; % Prepare the circular buffer for the next iteration
15 end

Listing 8: Routine reduceH_rc_Gfast for the reduction of a Hessenberg matrix to triangular form via Givens rotations. Hid and His
contain indices (pointers) to the rows of the circular buffer v that store the diagonal and subdiagonal rows of H , respectively.
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1 function [A] = naive/base/opt(A)
2 % Loop-parallel version
3 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(2) schedule(dynamic) private (r2)
4 for r1 = 1 : n − 1
5 for r2 = 1 : n % Actual iterations a from r2 = r1 + 1 : n
6 if (r2 >= r1 + 1)
7 % Remaining operations in loop body of the corresponding algorithm
8 else
9 ; % Do nothing

Listing 9: Loop-parallel multi-threaded realization of the naive, base and opt algorithms for DL2M calculations.
t
a
i
t
p
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nd exploit task parallelism. This is shown in the task-parallel
lgorithm of Listing 10.

. Numerical experiments with the DL2M algorithms

All the experiments in the paper were performed using IEEE
ouble-precision arithmetic on a compute platform equipped
ith two Intel R⃝ Xeon R⃝ Gold 6126 processors (12 cores per
ocket, running at a nominal frequency of 2.60 GHz). The Linux
overnor for all cores was set to performance, unless otherwise
xplicitly stated. This has some implications in the evaluation of
he parallel algorithms that we will discuss in detail [23]. Each
outine was repeatedly run until a minimum execution time was
eached. The results correspond to the average time taking into
ccount the number of repetitions.
The algorithms and testing routines for the DL2M calculations

ere developed in C, processed with the Intel icc compiler
vailable in Intel Composer XE 2019, and rely on calls to the
LAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) and LAPACK (Linear
lgebra Package) interfaces [24,25] whenever possible. More-
ver, the codes were compiled with the optimization flags -O3
axCORE-AVX512; and vectorization was enforced for some of
he loops by annotating them with the Intel #pragma ivdep
irective. Optimized implementations of the BLAS and LAPACK
ere those provided by the sequential version of these libraries

n the Intel MKL Composer XE 2019. As described later in this
ection, parallelism was extracted at a coarse-grain level, using
ntel OpenMP enabled via the -qopenmp compiler flag and the
ppropriate OpenMP pragmas inserted into the codes; see Sec-
ion 4. The same experiments were conducted on an AMD EPYC
401 using the GNU gcc compiler and OpenBLAS. As the results
n the AMD architecture were similar, they have been omitted in
he following experimentation.

.1. Reference DL2M algorithms

The starting point for our experimental evaluation are the
aive algorithm in Listing 1 plus the base alternative with
olumn re-utilization introduced in [21] and presented in Listing
. For the naive algorithm, the LU factorizations (Line 8 there)
re performed by invoking routine dgetrf from LAPACK. For the
aseline version enhanced with column re-utilization, base, the
nitial factorization of the dense matrix (Line 6 in the algorithm in
isting 2) is also performed via a call to dgetrf. Furthermore, the
eduction of the quasi-triangular blocks in the trailing submatrix,
ith one and two nonzero subdiagonals (Lines 9 and 10 in the
ame listing), are done via specialized routines that take into
ccount the special structure of these blocks.
As described in Section 3, the computational costs of the

aive and base algorithms are, respectively, 1
6n

7 and 3
16n

6 flops
see Section 3) so that, in principle, we should observe a reduction
f the execution time that is close to one order of magnitude by
erforming the DL2M calculations using the latter.
 i
Fig. 3. Comparison of the reference algorithms: naive and base.

Fig. 3 compares the execution times of these two algorithms
using a single core (sequential execution) of the target com-
puter platform. These results show that, in practice, the reduc-
tion attained by the base algorithm is lower than expected.
For example, for the problem dimensions n = 40 (small), 120
(intermediate), and 200 (large), the algorithm with column re-
utilization delivers acceleration factors with respect to naive
that are around 4.1, 5.3, 6.7, respectively. These values are no-
table, yet below the expected order of magnitude given by n. The
reason for this is that the first algorithm encodes a compute-
bound operation while the second one is memory-bound. As
a result, the naive algorithm partially compensates its much
higher computational cost by taking advantage of the significant
gap between floating-point arithmetic performance and mem-
ory bandwidth on current computer architectures. In any case,
due to its much higher execution time, experimentally demon-
strated in Fig. 3, we drop the naive algorithm from the following
discussions and experimentation.

5.2. Gauss-based DL2M algorithms

We next compare the algorithms for DL2M that employ Gauss
transforms in the routines for the reduction to upper triangular
form.

Our optimized solution for this process, algorithm opt in List-
ing 3, includes four variants, all with the same computation cost:
1
24n

6 flops, which represents a theoretical reduction with respect
o the base algorithm in a factor of 4.5; see Section 4. These vari-
nts compute the initial factorization of the dense matrix (Line 6
n the algorithm in Listing 3) using the same routine employed in
he base algorithm (i.e., dgetrf). Moreover, the procedure that
erforms the reduction of the trailing submatrix, with a single
onzero subdiagonal, to triangular form (Line 8 in the algorithm
n Listing 3) is the same used by the base algorithm, and basically
mplements the routine in Listing 4. The variants thus only differ
n which routine is used to perform the second reduction (Line 10
n the opt algorithm in Listing 3). Concretely:
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1 function [A] = naive/base/opt(A)
2 % Task-parallel version
3 #pragma omp parallel
4 #pragma omp single
5 for r1 = 1 : n − 1
6 for r2 = r1 + 1 : n
7 #pragma omp task firstprivate (r1, r2)
8 % Remaining operations in loop body of the corresponding algorithm

Listing 10: Task-parallel multi-threaded realization of the naive, base and opt algorithms for DL2M calculations.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the Gauss-based algorithms.

• opt_bs employs the baseline routine reduceH_bs in
Listing 4;

• opt_ip includes implicit pivoting (as in routine
reduceH_ip in Listing 5); and

• opt_rc combines implicit pivoting with the technique to
reduce the use of workspace and data copies analogous to
that in routine reduceH_rc(_Gfast) in Listing 8.

A fourth variant of the Gauss-based procedures will be introduced
later, during the global comparison.

Fig. 4 reports the results of the experiment comparing the
optimized versions and the base algorithm. A direct comparison
of the base algorithm and the opt_bs variant shows a speed-
p in favor of the latter that varies between 3.9 for the smallest
roblem (n = 40) and 4.1 for the largest one (n = 200), which
s consistent with the acceleration that could be expected due to
he theoretical cost reduction. The two additional enhancements,
amely implicit pivoting and reduced data copies, further accel-
rate the factors to 10.04 (n = 40) and 11.52 (n = 200) in case
e combine both as in the opt_rc variant. Finally, the opt_ip
ariant only integrates part of these enhancements and, as could
e expected, delivers an acceleration that is in between those of
pt_bs and opt_rc.

.3. Givens-based DL2M routines

We have also developed realizations of all previous algorithms
nd routines (except for the naive case) that employ Givens rota-
ions instead of Gauss transforms in those parts that are relevant
or the execution time. As a result, we have obtained an imple-
entation of the baseline algorithm in [21], named base_G, that
ombines the use of Gauss transforms for the initial transforma-
ion from dense to triangular with the use of Givens rotations for
he specialized reductions from Hessenberg to triangular. In ad-
ition, we have obtained four variants of the improved solution:

• opt_bs_G replaces the use of Gauss transforms in the sec-
ond reduction by Givens rotations (Line 10 in algorithm opt
in Listing 3);
Fig. 5. Comparison of the Givens-based algorithms.

• opt_Gfast combines the former with the cheaper update
(only bottom row) described in routine reduceH_Gfast in
Listing 6; and

• opt_rc_Gfast is the most elaborate version, which com-
bines the cheaper update with reduced workspace and data
copies, as described in routine reduceH_rc_Gfast in
Listing 8.

he introduction of the fourth variant is again delayed till the
lobal comparison.
Fig. 5 compares the execution of the Givens variants and the

ealization of the base algorithm that employs Givens rotations
or the reduction of the upper quasi-triangular matrices. The
peed-up in this case is lower than the acceleration observed
hen using Gauss transforms. Concretely, the opt_bs_G variant
elivers a speed-up that varies between 2.41 and 3.05, for the
mallest and the largest problem size respectively (n = 40 and
00). Moreover, these accelerations grow to factors that range
etween 5.48 and 7.43 when introducing the cheaper update and
educed copies, as in the reduceH_rc_Gfast variant.

.4. Best DL2M options

The experiment in this subsection compares the best variants
f the opt algorithm based on Gauss and Givens rotations; that
s, opt_rc and opt_rc_Gfast. In addition, we include two new
ariants that store the matrices by rows (as in C) instead of
he standard column-wise storage that is dictated by the use of
LAS/LAPACK (and Fortran). Note that, as the goal of the algo-
ithm is to compute the determinants, the fact that we operate
n a matrix or on its transposed (which is analogous to the data
eing stored by rows or columns) is indifferent.
Fig. 6 offers the results from this comparison, showing the

xecution time for the best Gauss- and Givens-based variants as
ell as with their row-wise counterparts. Table 2 reports the
peed-ups of these variants with respect to the base algorithm.
he Gauss-based variant with row-wise storage, opt_rc_row,
hows impressive acceleration factors, between 12.11 (lowest, for
= 40) and 19.21 (highest, for n = 160) with respect to base.
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Table 2
Execution time (in s) of the best routines and speed-ups with respect to the base algorithm.
n base opt_rc opt_rc_row opt_rc_Gfast opt_rc_Gfast_row

Time Time Speed-up Time Speed-up Time Speed-up Time Speed-up

40 1.47E+00 1.46E−01 10.04 1.21E−01 12.11 2.68E−01 5.48 2.47E−01 5.96
60 1.33E+01 1.18E+00 11.27 9.29E−01 14.34 2.20E+00 6.06 1.89E+00 7.06
80 6.47E+01 5.54E+00 11.68 4.36E+00 14.84 1.00E+01 6.45 8.31E+00 7.78

100 2.19E+02 1.79E+01 12.22 1.24E+01 17.69 3.26E+01 6.71 2.54E+01 8.61
120 5.90E+02 5.03E+01 11.73 3.50E+01 16.88 8.63E+01 6.83 6.51E+01 9.06
140 1.41E+03 1.24E+02 11.35 8.73E+01 16.13 2.00E+02 7.03 1.44E+02 9.77
160 2.98E+03 2.46E+02 12.14 1.55E+02 19.21 4.09E+02 7.30 2.87E+02 10.39
180 5.83E+03 4.88E+02 11.94 3.11E+02 18.73 7.86E+02 7.41 5.45E+02 10.69
200 1.05E+04 9.11E+02 11.52 5.70E+02 18.41 1.41E+03 7.43 9.51E+02 11.04
Fig. 6. Comparison of the best algorithms.

gain, the speed-ups for the Givens-based routines are lower than
hose observed for their Gauss counterparts, yet they are still
emarkable.

.5. Multi-threaded parallelization

In the following experiment, we evaluate the scalability of our
arallelization approaches. For this evaluation, we consider the
wo best Gauss-based implementations determined in the previ-
us experiment, opt_rc and opt_rc_row. For reference, we also

include the parallel implementation of the base algorithm. The
parallelization schemes run on 4, 8, 16, 20 and 24 physical cores
of the target platform, using one thread per core, and exploiting
either loop- or task-parallelism, as discussed in the final part
of Section 4. However, given that both strategies deliver similar
values, we only report next the results obtained with the former.
In the actual implementation, we restrict thread migration by
fixing the execution of each thread to a particular core via Linux’s
sched_setaffinity utility.

The initial experiment compares the parallel performance of
opt_rc and opt_rc_row (and base) using all resources of both
processor sockets (that is, up to 24 cores/threads). Fig. 7 reports
the results of this evaluation for all problem dimensions and
number of cores. Table 3 quantifies the differences for three
specific problems, of small, moderate and large dimensions, ex-
posing an interesting effect that depends on the number of cores
employed in the evaluation. In particular, the plots in the fig-
ure show that the variant with row storage always outperforms
its column-wise counterpart, and they both deliver execution
times which are much lower than those of base, by about an
order of magnitude. Interestingly, the numbers in the table show
that the advantage of opt_rc_row over opt_rc is consistently
higher when using 4 cores. We monitored the system during
these experiments and discovered that, for these particular vari-
ants of the optimized algorithm, the Intel Xeon cores run at
Table 3
Speed-ups of the opt_rc_row variant with respect to opt_rc.
n #Cores

4 8 12 16 20 24

40 1.44 1.32 1.31 1.33 1.32 1.31
120 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 1.30 1.30
200 1.64 1.42 1.43 1.49 1.42 1.43

2.6 GHz for the opt_rc instance and any number of cores. In
contrast, the opt_rc_row instance operates at 2.6 GHz when
running on 4 cores, but reduces this frequency to 2.3 GHz for
8, 12, . . . , 24 cores. This is due to the higher arithmetic intensity
of the row-wise oriented variant, which makes a better use of
the cache memories (due to the row-wise access to the matrix
rows) but at the same time exerts a higher pressure on the
arithmetic units, resulting in the Linux governor automatically
decreasing the operating frequency. The frequency difference ex-
plains almost perfectly the reduction of the speed-up in a factor
f = 2.6/2.3 that is observed when using more than 4 cores with
respect to the results for 4 cores. For example, for the largest
problem size and 24 cores, the speed-up is 1.43 which, multiplied
by f is basically equivalent to the speed-up observed with 4 cores:
1.43 · f = 1.62 ≈ 1.64.

The next experiment analyzes the scalability of the algorithms,
further exposing the aggressive utilization of the power modes
(and associated frequencies) featured by the Intel R⃝ Xeon R⃝ Gold
6126 processor [23] by the Linux governor. Fig. 8 reports the
speed-up of the two variants, opt_rc and opt_rc_row, with
respect to the sequential execution of the corresponding algo-
rithm. The results in those plots may seem a bit disappointing at
first. For an algorithm that is supposedly embarrassingly parallel,
except for the execution with 4 cores, the speed-ups are signifi-
cantly lower than could be expected for opt_rc and this is even
more the case for opt_rc_row. This is due to the operation of the
processor at much higher frequencies in the sequential execution,
of up to 3.5 GHz, than in the parallel runs. The Linux governor ap-
plies Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) autonomously,
by means of the Hardware-Controlled Performance States (HWP)
(see section 14 in [26]), to fulfill power and thermal budget
constraints [27]. Even when the higher arithmetic intensity of
the row-wise version could potentially get more benefits from
increased operating frequencies, the thermal design power (TDP)
of the chip cannot be exceeded [28]. That justifies our observation
that, as we increase the number of cores, the frequency is auto-
matically decreased for the row-wise version and, consequently,
scalability suffers (Fig. 8 right).

Our final experiment illustrates the parallel scalability of the
algorithm by emulating a more conventional processor architec-
ture, without an aggressive frequency scaling scheme. For this
purpose, we maintain the Linux governor in performancemode,
but we fix the maximum frequency for all the cores to 2.3 GHz.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the best Gauss-based algorithms executed in parallel.
Fig. 8. Speed-up of the best Gauss-based algorithms executed in parallel.
This is below the specification of the nominal frequency for this
processor (2.6 GHz) yet, as part of an independent experiment,
we determined that it is the highest frequency in which we can
execute all the variants of our algorithms, without the Linux
governor lowering the value independently of the number of
active cores.

Fig. 9 reports the speed-ups of the two variants, with respect
to the sequential execution of the corresponding algorithm, when
running in this frequency-constrained operating mode. The plots
in the figure show that the speed-ups are quite aligned with
the theoretical values for an embarrassingly parallel algorithm.
The superlinear speed-ups observed for some of the cases can be
explained by the limited control we can exert on fluctuations of
the frequency setting below the fixed upper bound.
6. Application in full overlap matrix calculations for molecu-
lar systems

In this section we present several experiments to illustrate the
impact that the enhancements to the DL2M algorithms for the
minor computations have on the calculations of the full wave-
function overlap matrix using Eq. (2) for a series of molecular sys-
tems. In this evaluation, OL2M refers to the algorithm from [14],
which employs the base approach to compute the determinants
of the matrix of overlaps; and OL2M-Gauss and OL2M-Givens
denote two algorithmic variants that compute the determinants
via algorithms opt_rc_row and opt_rc_Gfast_row, respec-
tively. The rest of the MEWF overlap code is the same in all three
cases.
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Fig. 9. Speed-up of the best Gauss-based algorithms executed in parallel, with highest frequency constrained to 2.3 GHz.
Fig. 10. Total execution time (log scale) of the OL2M (left) and OL2M-Gauss (right). Time to compute the determinants of the minors (dark colors) compared to
time spent on the rest of the code (light colors). The tests are for Alanine 10 system (195 occupied orbitals). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 11. Total execution time (log scale) of the ONTO, OL2M, OL2M-Gauss and OL2M-Givens algorithms for computing the full overlap matrix consisting of different
numbers of excited electronic states for the three model polyalanine systems containing 3, 5 and 10 alanine residues.
For the test system we employ two model peptide systems.
The first is a series of polyalanine chains consisting of three, five,
or ten alanine residues. These correspond, respectively, to 33, 53,
or 103 atoms; and 62, 100, or 195 occupied orbitals. The basis
set used was def2-SV(P) [29]. For this system, this corresponds to
196, 318 and 623 virtual orbitals. Up to 60 excited states were
considered for the largest system.

The first experiment, performed on the alanine 10 system,
evaluates the parallel scalability of the algorithms. The parame-
ters for this particular polyalanine system are set to 195 occupied
orbitals, 608 virtual orbitals, and 20 excited states. The vertical
bars in Fig. 10 present the total time required to compute the
overlap matrix of wave functions, decomposed into time to obtain
determinants of the minors (labeled as ‘‘Minors’’) and the time
to calculate the coefficients of the overlap matrix (labeled as
‘‘Overlap’’). The latter part of the code is out-of-scope for this
research but is an integral part of wave-function overlap code
and, therefore, its cost included in the tests. We observe that,
regardless of the number of cores, more than 94% of the total
execution time for OL2M is dedicated to computing the determi-
nants of the minors. (Note the logarithmic scale in the y-axis.) In
comparison, for OL2M-Gauss the ratio of computing the minors
to the total time varies between 74% when using a single core
to 54% using all 20 cores. Note that the execution time for the
Overlap component is the same for both algorithmic variants
since it does not depend on the algorithm used to calculate the
determinants. The figure also demonstrates that the scalability of
the entire algorithm for computing the wave-function overlaps
is significantly better for the OL2M-Gauss. The reason is that, in
this variant, computing the determinants is no longer a prevailing
part, especially in the case when more cores are used.

We next compare the improved OL2M algorithms with the
ONTO algorithm, which was previously shown to significantly
outperform OL2M for large systems due to its better scaling
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Fig. 12. Structure of the amyloid model system containing three short β-strands
ross-linked with hydrogen bonds.

roperties with system size. The drawback of the ONTO algo-
ithm is that each overlap matrix element has to be calculated
ndependently, whereas the most expensive part of the OL2M
lgorithm is shared for the entire overlap matrix. In Fig. 11, we
ompare the total execution time for the full overlap matrix
alculation of the polyalanine systems while varying the number
f states. Although the ONTO algorithm is faster for a single state,
he improved OL2M-based algorithms start outperforming ONTO
hen the ratio between the number of occupied orbitals and
he number of states is approximately 13:1 for the OL2M-Gauss
lgorithm. For the three studied systems this occurs, respectively,
t 6, 9 and 13 states, which is lower than the number of states
hat one would typically include for systems of this dimension.

The second model system, recently introduced to study the
hotophysics of amyloid fibrils, was built to reproduce the hy-
rogen bonding pattern of parallel β-strands characteristic of
myloid proteins and consists of 77 atoms; Fig. 12. This system
omprises a group of states of nπ∗ character (each localized at
different amide group), all found in a narrow energy window,
nd a second group of states of ππ∗ character at slightly higher
nergies. In order to capture the entire manifold of nπ∗ and part
f the ππ∗ manifold, a total of 16 excited states were included
n the calculation. Short nonadiabatic dynamics simulations were
erformed using ADC(2) [17] as the electronic structure method,
nd employing the cc-pVDZ basis set [30]. The core orbitals were
rozen so that the calculation consisted of 121 occupied and 608
irtual orbitals. The execution times for the overlap calculation
or this system are given in Table 4. L1minors is the stage that
omputes the determinants of the first level Laplace minors; the
S/SR stage computes the overlap of the bra/ket reference deter-
inants with singly excited ket/bra determinants, respectively;
2minors is our new algorithm for the level-2 determinants;
nd SS denotes the part of the code where the final overlap
atrix is computed. While the calculations of the minors was by

ar the dominant contribution to the overlap matrix calculation
Total WF) in the OL2M code, with the optimized algorithms this
s now faster than the step of reconstructing the overlaps using
he calculated minors. We can observe that the turn-point be-
ween ONTO and OL2M-Gauss/Givens is achieved for a slightly
maller ratio between the number of occupied orbitals and the
umber of states than for polyalanine systems (see Fig. 11) and
s approximately 10:1.

. Conclusion

We have presented accelerated algorithms for calculating the
eterminants of the level-2 minors during calculations of CIS type
 t
able 4
xecution times (in s) of the OL2M, OL2M-Gauss, OL2M-Givens and ONTO
lgorithms for the amyloid model system.
Compute stage OL2M OL2M-Gauss OL2M-Givens ONTO

L1minors 2.07 2.10 2.10 –
RS/SR 0.01 0.01 0.01 –
L2minors 51.94 4.09 5.94 –
SS 3.50 4.12 3.38 –

Total WF 57.44 10.35 11.46 21.48

Total 59.19 11.97 13.17 23.13

wave function overlaps for nonadiabatic dynamics simulations.
Two new algorithms were developed based on Gauss transfor-
mations and Givens rotations, both an order of magnitude faster
than the best previous column-wise implementation of level-2
minors calculations (a variant named base in the paper). The
significant time savings are achieved by decreasing the number
of operations and memory requirements, by applying various
optimization techniques in both algorithmic variants, reducing
the workspace required, partial pivoting with implicit permuta-
tions in Gauss transformations and reducing the cost of Givens
rotations, resulting in significant time savings. The experimental
results pointed that the variant using Gauss rotation achieves
slightly better performance over the variant based on Givens
rotations.

The experimental evaluation considers full overlap calcula-
tions for systems between 33 and 103 atoms. For ADC(2), these
are very large systems, with electronic structure calculations
taking an average of 18 h on 20 cores for the 77 atom amyloid
model system. This means that this type of overlap calculation
can be performed for ADC(2) excited states at virtually no cost
compared with the electronic structure calculation. However, the
same calculation using TDDFT can be performed in a few minutes
(depending on the implementation and choice of functional). This
makes the overlap calculation a non-negligible part of the overall
cost of a dynamics simulation. With the current implementation
of the OL2M algorithm, systems with up to 100 atoms/200 occu-
pied orbitals can be treated at a lower cost than that observed
when using the TDDFT for electronic structure calculations. For
larger systems, the previously developed ONTO algorithm (which
is more amenable to approximations) can be applied along with a
threshold for the wave function to calculate approximate overlaps
for arbitrarily large systems at low cost.

The improved algorithm for calculating the minors also clears
the path to perform exact overlap calculations for more complex
wave function types. The overlaps between wave functions of
CISD type require the calculation of all

⟨
Θ

i,j
a,b

⏐⏐⏐Θ ′k,l
c,d

⟩
elements

for pairs of SDs with two occupied orbitals replaced by virtual
orbitals. A naive implementation of this calculation is not feasible
even for very small systems. The present algorithm can also
be extended to tackle MR-CIS and MR-CISD wave functions by
combining it with the algorithm of Plasser et al. [13] for the reuse
of intermediates in MR expansions, where a large number of
simultaneous excitations of both spin α and β are often present.

The new Gauss and Givens based versions of the level-2 mi-
ors calculations are integrated in the existing code for comput-
ng the overlaps for CIS type wave functions (CIS Overlap) and are
vailable on the GitHub [31].
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